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Summary
The Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal (CESTAT) Chennai, in a recent case has held that
provisions of the Special Economic Zone Act, 2005 (SEZ Act) override the service tax law and hence the tax
department cannot press into application, the service tax laws to hold that the taxpayer has not exported
any services. Accordingly, the CESTAT held that the service tax cannot be levied on storage and
warehousing services provided through a Free Trade Warehousing (FTW) Zone if it fulfills the conditions
prescribed under the SEZ Act.

Case facts






The taxpayer1 is engaged in the business of

submitted that it is authorised to carry out the

logistics supply, chain management, clearing

operations by setting up a unit in FTW zone

and forwarding, licensed CHA etc. In

and has provided storage and warehousing

accordance with the authorised operations2 of

services that meets the criteria for exports3

Letter of Approval (LOA), the taxpayer renders

including receiving consideration in

storage and warehousing services through the

convertible foreign currency. Therefore, the

FTW Zone to foreign-based clients.

taxpayer contended that the activity rendered
by it should be considered as export of

The assessing authority held that the services

services.

provided by the taxpayer from the FTW Zone
exclusively to foreign-based clients do not



Services qualify as ‘export’: The taxpayer



SEZ Act provides for overriding provision: The

qualify as export of services and thus levied

taxpayer argued that the SEZ Act would have

demand, interest and imposed penalty.

overriding effect to the extent of any
inconsistency with any other law. For this, it

The taxpayer, aggrieved by the order,

relied on provisions of the SEZ Act4.

preferred appeal before the Chennai bench of
CESTAT.



Intention of provisions under SEZ law: The SEZ
Act5 provides for exemption for any services

Taxpayer’s contention

provided from SEZ or from a unit to any place
outside India. Thus, it contended that the

1

M/s Broekman Logistics (India) Pvt Ltd. (Order No.

40356/2020)
2

issued by the Development Commissioner for providing

various logistic services

3

Section 2(m) of the SEZ Act

4

Section 51 of the SEZ Act, 2005

5

Section 26 of SEZ Act, 2005
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intention of these provisions is to exempt all

services thereby defeating the intention and

duties and taxes on goods exported outside

purpose of the SEZ law.

India as well as services rendered to service



recipients outside India.


that the demand of service tax on

Demand cannot be sustained: The demand of

consideration received by the taxpayer from

service tax on the consideration received for

the foreign service recipient under storage and

storage and warehousing services cannot

warehousing services cannot be subject to levy

sustain.

of service tax under reverse charge
mechanism.

CESTAT’s observations and order


No levy of service tax: The CESTAT thus held

Overriding effect: The CESTAT observed that
the SEZ Act provides for exemption of duties

Our comments

and taxes to SEZ units. Further, it observed
that the SEZ Act shall have an overriding effect

The decision will be helpful in determining the

notwithstanding anything inconsistent in any

taxability/export of supply of goods/services by

other law. Thus, the CESTAT held that in case

SEZs to overseas entity. It makes it amply clear

of a conflict, provisions of the SEZ Act will

that incase of inconsistencies, the SEZ law shall

override the service tax laws6.


prevail over other central laws which inter alia

Department cannot contend there is no export:

includes the service tax law.

The CESTAT noted that the intention of

The decision will also help settle interpretational

creating such FTW Zone was to give

inconsistencies between the commerce ministry

exemption from levy of all duties and taxes.

on one hand and the finance ministry on the

Further, even the consideration was received

other, thereby further minimising litigation and

in foreign currency as well as the service

uncertainty.

recipient is a person placed outside India.
Thus, the CESTAT held that the tax department
cannot press application of service tax law to
hold the taxpayer has not exported any

6
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Chapter V of the Finance Act, 1994
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